Essay Outline: *The Princess Bride* Colormarking

**Working Title**

**Introduction**
Engaging hook/introduction sentence:

Thesis (chosen theme/concept with 3 supporting features you colormarked):

**Body One**
Introduction sentence (How does this feature support your thesis? Summarize):

Evidence/quote one:

- How does this example support your thesis?

Evidence/quote two:

- How does this example support your thesis?

Evidence/quote three:

- How does this example support your thesis?

**Body Two**
Introduction sentence (How does this feature support your thesis? Summarize):

Evidence/quote one:

- How does this example support your thesis?
Evidence/quote two:

- How does this example support your thesis?

Evidence/quote three:

- How does this example support your thesis?

**Body Three**
Introduction sentence (How does this feature support your thesis? Summarize):

Evidence/quote one:

- How does this example support your thesis?

Evidence/quote two:

- How does this example support your thesis?

Evidence/quote three:

- How does this example support your thesis?

**Conclusion**
Restate your thesis:

What does your thesis mean for your interpretation of the book/this passage? Summarize: